EFI Monarch Parts Inventory

Improve Workflow, Eliminate Delays and Reduce Waste with Advanced Tracking

The new Monarch Parts Inventory is an advanced, integrated option designed to track job skids, providing a printing business with effective management of jobs parts as they move through production and to and from outside locations.

The Parts Inventory utilizes a location ID that can be assigned to skids as they are loaded with product. The ID can be included on the skid ticket and used to track parts as they move to a bin in a warehouse or staging areas throughout production.

Tracking Manufactured and Finished Part Skids

The Parts Inventory option works with Monarch’s RF barcode with or without the Finished Goods option. The new Parts ID can be used to track skids as they move throughout production. Parts can be identified as Production or Finished Parts and can be received from an outside source or manufactured on a job. Likewise, Parts can be owned by the company, customer or supplier.

What are some of the top Benefits of the new Parts Inventory capability?

Effective skid tracking can improve workflow, eliminate delays, and reduce waste. The new Parts Inventory option will help to accomplish these goals by:

- Providing a real-time status snapshot of skid locations throughout your business.
- Eliminating delays in locating skids or rework when a skid is lost.
- Improving job status inquiries by providing exact locations and skid counts.
- Improving job management by ensuring all skids are where they need to when they are needed.
- Providing a high level of flexibility, letting you identify warehouse locations and/or bin locations to indicate status: Examples: Foil Stamp Staging; Lamination Staging; Folder Staging, Outside – Acme Bindery…
- Supporting management and production with Skids Available and Skid History reports and real-time updates to jobs. Also, skid ticket printing on demand.
BUSINESS AUTOMATION SOFTWARE FOR PRINT AND PACKAGING

Parts Inventory is an add-on option for EFI Monarch. Please contact your account executive for additional information.

The Skid Available and Skid History reports give management and production a recap of activity with quantities and locations.

For more information about EFI Monarch, please visit www.efi.com/monarch or call 1-800-875-7117.
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EFI™ (www.efi.com) helps businesses worldwide bring their visions and goals to life with a scalable, digital product portfolio. Our powerful servers; controllers; RIPs; inkjet printers, and precise color and imaging solutions help companies increase their brand recognition and market reach on signs, buildings, bus wraps, graphic displays and more. Our business automation software helps companies work faster and more cost-effectively. Our office, enterprise and mobile cloud solutions help companies create, access, and communicate impactful information that can win them more business.
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